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(R2) 13:30 LEICESTER, 1m 7f 113y 

Mistletoe Maiden Hurdle (Class 3) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 0-6 DEBROUILLARD (FR) 25 
b g Irish Wells - Indecise

5 11 - 0h W T Kennedy
Oliver Greenall

-

Jockey Colours: Light blue, dark blue stars, light blue cap, dark blue star
Timeform says: Very green in a bumper last season, but made an eye-catching move when
eventually sixth in novice at Wetherby on hurdling bow, so improvement should be
forthcoming at some point.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

2 61-FF EBONY GALE 21 
br g Shirocco - Glenora Gale

4 11 - 0 R Johnson
P J Hobbs

-

Jockey Colours: Light blue, black sash and armlets, black and light blue hooped cap
Timeform says: Bumper winner who has come down on both hurdling outings but looked
sure to be placed at least in a good race at Chepstow last time. He's well capable of getting
off the mark if he gets round.  (Forecast 2.88)

Notes: 

3 6P FRENCH PIECE 14 
ch g Alkaased - Aster

4 11 - 0 Daniel Hiskett (5)
D G Bridgwater

-

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, red sash, halved sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Has shown nothing other than inexperience in a bumper/novice hurdle to
date.  (Forecast 101.00)

Notes: 

4 2-0 GO AS YOU PLEASE (IRE) 8 
b g Jeremy - Aweebounce

5 11 - 0 R P McLernon
P R Webber

-

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow hoops, white cap
Timeform says: Caught the eye closing all the way to the line when second in a bumper at
Bangor (16.7f) on debut in April but offered little switched to hurdling at Southwell 7 months
later.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 

5 55-59 PANIC AND RUN (IRE) 29 BF 
b g Roderic O'connor - Bolas

5 11 - 0 A Tinkler
H D Daly

-

Jockey Colours: Dark Blue, red yoke, red cuffs, Black cap
Timeform says: Went backwards from promising hurdling bow for this stable, so connections
might have an eye on handicaps now.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

6 P206 PRECIOUS BOUNTY (IRE) 29 
b g Yeats - Zaharath Al Bustan

4 11 - 0 T J O'Brien
P J Hobbs

-

Jockey Colours: Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap
Timeform says: Placed in points and, having been down the field in a bumper, made a
mildly encouraging start to hurdling when sixth at Hereford a month ago. He's bound to
improve for top connections.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

7 3-6U88 RAISE YOUR SHADES (IRE) 16 
b g Morozov - Couleurs De Barra

4 11 - 0 Thomas Bellamy
Ben Pauling

-

Jockey Colours: Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: No impact over hurdles to date, so probably more one for further down the
line.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

8 4 SIGN OF WAR (IRE) 33 
b g Oscar - Irish Wedding

4 11 - 0 Conor Ring (3)
Evan Williams

-
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Jockey Colours: Black, white hoop, black sleeves, white stars
Timeform says: Brother to useful hurdler/smart chaser Rather Be who showed something to
work on when fourth under a considerate ride at Fontwell a month ago but will probably truly
click further down the line.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

9 6510 CARDIGAN BAY (FR) 25 
b m Turtle Bowl - Nan's Catch

5 10 - 7ht J J Burke
C E Longsdon

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue and yellow
quartered cap
Timeform says: Bumper winner who can be excused last run (out of depth) in that sphere
and appeals as the type to take to hurdling on pedigree. One to note.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

10 050-0 HURRICANE MINNIE 13 
b m Authorized - Hurricane Milly

5 10 - 7h Benjamin Poste
M Scudamore

-

Jockey Colours: Orange, black cross of lorraine, diamonds on sleeves, black cap
Timeform says: Some promise amidst inexperience in bumpers for Alan King but pulled his
chance away starting out over hurdles for new yard at Warwick recently. Best watched for
now.  (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

11 MALASPINA (ITY) 
b m Pounced - Modern Goddess

6 10 -
7h1t1

Harry Skelton
D Skelton

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, grey chevron
Timeform says: Fairly useful Flat performer for Ivan Furtado who hinted at a revival last time
and has joined a top yard ahead of this hurdling debut, so dangerous to dismiss.
(Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

12 92445/ MISSESGEEJAY 930 
br m Beat All - Riverbank Rainbow

8 10 - 7 Charlie Hammond
(5)
Mrs Barclay

-

Jockey Colours: Red, white hollow box, white sleeves, red armlets, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Has little solid form and hasn't been seen for over 2 years since leaving
Richard Ford.  (Forecast 101.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: EBONY GALE has had a couple of mishaps to date but the form he was in the
process of showing at Chepstow last time would be enough for him to open his account over hurdles
here with a more efficient display of jumping, so he's preferred to his stablemate Precious Bounty, with
hurdling-debutante Cardigan Bay far from dismissed.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: EBONY GALE (2) 
2: PRECIOUS BOUNTY (6) 
3: CARDIGAN BAY (9)


